Brain activity in an awake chimpanzee in response to the sound of her own name
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The brain activity of a fully awake chimpanzee being presented with her name was investigated. Event-related potentials (ERPs) were measured for each of the following auditory stimuli: the vocal sound of the subject’s own name (SON), the vocal sound of a familiar name of another group member, the vocal sound of an unfamiliar name and a non-vocal sound. Some differences in ERP waveforms were detected between kinds of stimuli at latencies at which P3 and Nc components are typically observed in humans. Following stimulus onset, an Nc-like negative shift at approximately 500 ms latency was observed, particularly in response to SON. Such specific ERP patterns suggest that the chimpanzee processes her name differently from other sounds.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The environment is full of sensory stimuli, and it is advantageous to focus on those stimuli that are adaptively significant. An individual’s own name is one such significant stimulus. Humans tend to pay much more attention to their own names than to other sounds (Wood & Cowan 1995). An individual’s name is unique, in a sense, because it has special meaning and represents the individual. Names are thought to play an important role in helping human infants to recognize themselves as different from other individuals and to develop self-recognition. Chimpanzees are one of the species in which self-recognition is present (e.g. Lin et al. 1992; Bard et al. 2006). Chimpanzees attribute names to individuals, including themselves (e.g. Premack & Premack 1972; Rumbaugh 1977). However, their neural processing of self-relevant stimuli has yet to be explored.

This study investigated name processing in a chimpanzee utilizing event-related potentials (ERPs). To date, only one chimpanzee study exists in which brain activity was investigated in response to the individual’s name (Berntson & Boysen 1993). Results from that study demonstrated a late positive ERP component in response to the subject’s name. However, only two types of sound stimuli were used: the subject’s name and a pure tone. It is possible that the brain activities observed in response to the subject’s name were merely responses to vocal sounds, irrespective of the types of syllable streams or meanings. In addition, the subject was lightly sedated during measurements. Since the patterns of ERP components in humans are known to differ depending on the subject’s awake/sleep condition (Winter et al. 1995), measurements on awake participants are desirable for deciphering endogenous neural activities.

This study obtained ERPs from a fully awake chimpanzee during the presentation of four types of vocal and non-vocal sound stimuli, including the subject’s own name (SON). The study focused on two types of ERP component, P3 and Nc, because it has been well-documented that these components reflect attentional mechanisms in humans. P3, the positive component, has been reported to reflect selective attention and resource allocation at a latency of approximately 300 ms following stimulus onset (Polich 2003 for review). Various types of attention-capturing stimuli, both intrinsically and extrinsically relevant ones, have been reported to elicit P3 in humans. Self-relevant stimuli, such as a SON, enlarge P3 responses predominantly in the parietal area (Berlad & Pratt 1995; Gray et al. 2004). Nc is the negative component observed predominantly in the fronto-central area at a latency of approximately 500 ms following stimulus onset. It is thought to relate to how human infants orient attention to salient stimuli (e.g. Reynolds & Richards 2005). Since the ERP pattern observed in an awake chimpanzee (Ueno et al. 2008) appeared somewhat similar to observations in human infants, the present study focused on components that related to attentional mechanisms in both human adults and human infants. Referring to the previously described typical latencies, we investigated whether and how ERP patterns for SON differed from those for other sound stimuli as the manifestation of differential processing of SON.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Mizuki, a 9-year-old female chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) living in the Great Ape Research Institute, Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories, Inc., Japan, was the participant. When interacting with human carers and experimenters, she had been called by her name from just after birth.

Three types of vocal stimuli and one non-vocal stimulus were presented. The three vocal stimuli consisted of the subject’s own name (‘Mi-zi-ki’, SON), a familiar name of another group member (‘Ts-u-ba-ki’, FN) and an unfamiliar name (‘A-su-ka’, UN). The non-vocal stimulus (NV) was white noise that had been adjusted to resemble the sound construction of the SON stimulus. All four stimuli had identical root-mean-square amplitude and similar sound constructions, with an accented sound at the first mora. The duration of all stimuli was 450 ms. The sound intensity measured at the chimpanzee’s position averaged 83 dB HL, which was within her audible range (Kojima 1990).

Mizuki participated in four recording sessions, each consisting of four to five blocks. During each block, four types of sound stimuli were presented 80 times, with 1500 ms stimulus onset asynchrony, in pseudo-random order with no consecutive repetition of the same stimulus.

The EEG was recorded at five scalp positions (Fz, Cz, Pz, C3 and C4) according to the International 10–20 system for humans. From EEG recording, the peaks of two types of ERP components were identified in the grand average data. The peak of the P3 component was defined as the most positive peak in the period 200–450 ms following stimulus onset, and the Nc-like component was defined as the most negative peak in the period 450–600 ms.
following stimulus onset. The peak amplitudes were calculated separately for each stimulus and electrode. Among the five electrodes, the electrode with the largest positive/negative peak amplitude was selected, and the peak latency of that electrode was used for the following calculations. At the respective peak latencies, the amplitude for each epoch was analysed by two-way analysis of variance with factors of stimulus type and electrode, and then by post hoc test corrected for multiple comparisons. We first examined the differences among the stimuli and/or channels, and we then investigated the specificity of SON among the detected differences. For further details, refer to the electronic supplementary material.

3. RESULTS

Some positively and negatively shifted ERPs were observed (figure 1). For the amplitude of P3-like components, statistical analysis revealed significance with regard to stimulus type \( F_{3,4780} = 4.93, p < 0.01 \) and electrode \( F_{3,4780} = 11.68, p < 0.001 \). A subsequent Tukey’s test differed only between subject’s name (SON) and group member’s name (FN) and between FN and UN \( (p < 0.01 \) for both dyads). The P3-like component for FN was significantly greater than for SON and UN. With regard to differences among channels, the P3-like component at Fz was significantly larger than that at C3, C4 and Pz, and the P3-like component at Cz was also significantly larger than that at C4 and Pz (Tukey’s test: \( p < 0.001 \) for dyads Fz and C4, Fz and Pz and Cz and Pz; \( p < 0.01 \) for dyad Cz and C4; \( p < 0.05 \) for dyad Fz and C3). No significant differences were observed for any other combination.

For the amplitude of Nc-like components, statistical analysis revealed significance with regard to stimulus type \( F_{3,4780} = 9.84, p < 0.001 \) and electrode \( F_{3,4780} = 3.30, p < 0.05 \). A subsequent Tukey’s test revealed that the negative component for SON was significantly larger than that for any other stimulus \( (p < 0.001 \) for dyads SON and FN and SON and non-vocal sound; \( p < 0.05 \) for dyad SON and UN). Analysis of differences among channels indicated that the Nc-like component differed only between Fz and Pz (Tukey’s test: \( p < 0.05 \)). The Nc-like component at Pz was significantly larger than that at Fz. No significant differences were detected for any other combination.

No interaction was detected for the P3-like peak \( (F_{12,4780} = 0.38, p = 0.97) \) or for the Nc-like peak \( (F_{12,4780} = 0.80, p = 0.65) \).

4. DISCUSSION

ERPs from a fully awake chimpanzee were measured by presenting four types of sound, which were presumed to differ in meaning and degree of adaptive significance for the subject. In particular, in response to the SON, a negatively shifted ERP was obtained at approximately 500 ms following stimulus onset. To our knowledge, this is the first study in a chimpanzee to elucidate differential neural processing of SON.

The P3-like peaks shifted positively in the fronto-central area in response to all four types of stimuli. Both the stimulus specificity and distribution of the P3-like component differed from that in humans, in which SON typically elicits large P3 response in the parietal area (e.g. Berlad & Pratt 1995). Anatomical discrepancies, such as the brain and skull sizes, distribution of musculature on the skull and its thickness, might contribute to the difference in component distribution (Burrows et al. 2006). It is also possible that neural processing of auditory stimuli differs in some way between the human and chimpanzee. The ERP pattern obtained in the present work was similar to that reported in a previous study (Berntson & Boysen 1993). Taking results from the present and previous studies together, the positive component observed was not considered to reflect specific neural processing of SON. The positive component might reflect the processing of non-monotonous sounds, because all four types of stimuli elicited the component, as did the syllable stream in a previous study (Berntson & Boysen 1993). By contrast, another possibility is that the observed positive component reflected processing of potentially attention-capturing sounds. In the present study, three of the four stimuli were vocal sounds spoken by a very familiar carer, and the remaining sound was a novel non-vocal sound to which the subject had not previously been exposed. Irrespective of
the type of sound, all stimuli utilized here could potentially have attracted the subject’s attention. The positive component of the group member’s name (FN) was greater than that for SON or the UN. Because it is unusual that the name of an absent group member is repeatedly called in an experimental room, the condition could have been strange and attention-capturing for the subject. Such an experimental condition may affect neural responses to FN.

The Nc-like component for SON was significantly larger than for the three remaining stimuli. Such differences in ERP pattern are considered to reflect differential neural processing of SON. Although the distribution of the Nc-like component was not quite similar to that in human (e.g. Reynolds & Richards 2005), it is possible that the observed negative component was the manifestation of an attentional response to salient stimuli with adaptive significance, extreme familiarity or self-relevance for a chimpanzee, as for a human. Mizuki’s name may have evoked a specific memory, aroused a mental state (‘emotion’) or evoked a mental representation. The present study cannot determine the details of the cognitive processing that accompanied the observed brain activities. However, compared to the P3-like positive deflection, the Nc-like negative deflection appeared to manifest more selective endogenous neural and cognitive processing in the chimpanzee.

The Nc-like component was not observed in the previous study (Berntson & Boysen 1993). Procedural differences could be responsible for the varying results between the two studies. In the present study, a single sound was repeatedly presented within a block of time. Therefore, the subject was exposed to a uniform sound stream consisting of her own name. In contrast, in the present study all four stimuli were presented in a pseudo-random order, implying that SON was heard at an unexpected moment each time. The cognitive functions required to process stimuli are thought to differ between these two conditions. The arousal state of the subjects also differed substantially between the two studies. The subject of the previous study was lightly sedated, whereas in the present study, the subject was fully awake during all measurements. Such differences might affect endogenous neural processing of sound stimuli, even though the stimuli potentially share similar adaptive values or meanings.
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